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The UK’s Evolving Physical Landscape 

Knowledge checklist 

Key ideas How secure is my 

knowledge? 

 

 

 

  

Geology and past processes have influenced the physical landscape of the 
UK and how these processes work together to create our distinct 
landscape 
 

- The role of geology, past tectonic and glacial processes in the 
development of upland and lowland landscapes 

- Characteristics and distribution of the UK’s main rock types: 
sedimentary, igneous, metamorphic  

- Why distinctive upland and lowland landscapes result from the 
interaction of physical processes: weathering and climatological, 
post-glacial river and slope processes 

- Why distinctive landscapes result from human activity  

   

Distinctive coastal landscapes are influenced by geology interacting with 
physical processes and further affected by human activity. Humans must 
then manage these environments effectively 
 

- How geological structure and rock type influence erosional 
landforms in the formation of coastal landscapes of erosion 

- How UK, marine and sub-aerial processes are important in coastal 
landscapes of erosion as well as the rate of coastal retreat 

- How sediment transportation and deposition influence coastal 
landforms on coastal landscapes of deposition 

- How human activities have direct or indirect effects on coastal 
landscapes 

- How the interaction of physical and human processes is causing 
change on one named coastal landscape including the significance of 
its location 

- Why there are increasing risks from coastal flooding and the threats 
to people and environment 

- Why there are costs and benefits to, and conflicting views about, 
managing coastal processes by hard engineering and by soft 
engineering as well as more sustainable  

   

Distinctive river landscapes have different characteristics formed by 
interacting physical processes and further affected by human activity. 
Rivers, must be managed affectively to protect the humane environment 
 

- How river landscapes contrast between the upper courses, mid-
courses and lower courses of rivers and why channel, valley profile, 
gradient, discharge, velocity and sediment size and shape change 
along the course of a named UK river 

- The interaction of erosion, transport and depositional processes in 
river landform formation  
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- Influence of climate, geology and slope processes on river landscapes 
and sediment load and how storm hydrographs and lag-times can be 
explained by physical factors  

- How human activities change river landscapes which alter storm 
hydrographs 

- How the interaction of physical and human processes is causing river 
flooding on one named river , including the significance of its location 
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Section 1     

Geology 
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Weathering and erosion 

• Much like on the coast, weathering and erosion take place in glacial environments 

• In the last ice age most of the UK was glaciated (everything above the black line) 

 

• Abrasion and plucking are the two main types of erosion 

• Abrasion - occurs when rocks and stones become embedded in the base and sides of 

the glacier. These are then rubbed against the bedrock (bottom of the glacier) and 

rock faces (sides of the glacier) as the glacier moves. This causes the wearing away of 

the landscape as the glacier behaves like sandpaper.  

• Plucking- occurs when rocks and stones become frozen to the base or sides of the 

glacier and are plucked from the ground or rock face as the glacier moves. It leaves 

behind a jagged landscape. 
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Glaciers 

Processes in glacial environments 

Weathering and erosion 

• Much like on the coast, weathering and erosion take place in glacial environments 

In the last ice age most of the UK was glaciated. 

Abrasion and plucking 

• Abrasion and plucking are the two main types of erosion 

• Abrasion - occurs when rocks and stones become embedded in the base and sides of 

the glacier. These are then rubbed against the bedrock (bottom of the glacier) and rock 

faces (sides of the glacier) as the glacier moves. This causes the wearing away of the 

landscape as the glacier behaves like sandpaper.  

• Plucking- occurs when rocks and stones become frozen to the base or sides of the 

glacier and are plucked from the ground or rock face as the glacier moves. It leaves 

behind a jagged landscape. 

How do glaciers move? 

• Glaciers are like a giant moving frozen river. 

• They generally move very slowly – although climate change is altering this! 

• As the glacier melts it is lubricated allowing it to move. 

• Sudden movement is known as basal slip. 

• Curved erosional movement eroding the valley sides in known as rotational slip. 

• Glaciers are very heavy and will move under the sheer force of gravity. 

• The glacier will also change shape (because it is made of ice crystals) this is known as 

internal deformation. This causes the glacier to slowly move downhill. 

• Towards the bottom of the glacier all of the ice will have melted. The melt water will 

then carry material away. As the rocks are moved away attrition will occur (think back 

to coasts!) making the rocks smaller.  
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• Large rocks will be deposited. The smaller material that will be carried further away is 

known as outwash. 

Glacial Landforms 

 

Corries or Cirques 

• Corries or cirques are large hollowed out depressions. They are found in the upper 

valley of glaciers 

• They often leave behind a lake known as a tarn. 
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Aretes and pyramidal peaks 

• An aretes is a knife edge that separates two corries. 

• A pyramidal peak is when 3 or more corries form around a mountain. 

Glacial Valleys 

• Most glaciers flow along river valleys. 

• Unlike rivers, glaciers do not flow around obstacle, instead they cut straight through. 

• Glaciers have a huge amount of shear power, this allows them to create dramatic 

landscapes. 

U Shaped Valleys 

• Valley glaciers straighten, widen and deepen preglacial valleys, turning the original V-

shaped, river formed feature into the characteristic U shape. 

• These steep-sided flat floored valleys are known as glacial troughs 

Ribbon Lake. 
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• Extending and compressing flow may over deepen parts of the trough floor, later 

occupied by a narrow ribbon lake, or may leave less eroded, more resistant rock steps. 

Truncated Spurs 

• Abrasion by englacial and subglacial debris and plucking along the valley sides remove the 

tips of preglacial interlocking spurs leaving cliff like truncated spurs. 

Hanging Valleys 

• Differential erosion between a main glacier and its tributary glaciers. 

• The floor of any tributary glacier is deepened at a slower rate so that when the glaciers 

melt it is left hanging high above the main valley and its river has to descend by a single 

waterfall or a series of waterfalls. 

Glacial transportation and deposition landforms 

Glacial Transportation 

• A glacier is like a conveyor belt transporting material. 

• Where does the sediment come from? 

• Rock floor. 

• Valley sides. 

• Deposited material is known as till. 

Moraine 

• Moraine is material transported by a glacier and then deposited. 
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Ground Moraine 

• Till deposited over the valley floor. It has no obvious features. 

• Found where the glacier ice meets the rock underneath the glacier.  

• May be washed out from under the glacier by melt water streams, or left in situ when 

the glacier melts and retreats. 

Lateral Moraine 

• Forms along the edges of the glacier. 

• Valley wall material is broken up by frost shattering and falls onto the ice surface.  

• Carried along the sides of the glacier. 

• When the ice melts it forms a ridge of material along the valley side. 

 

Medial Moraine 

• Formed from two lateral moraines.  

• Two glaciers merge, the two edges that meet form the centre line of the new 

glacier.  

• Two lateral moraines find themselves in the middle of the glacier forming a line of 

material on the glacier surface. 

• Existence of a medial moraine is evidence that the glacier has more than one source. 

• When the ice melts it forms a ridge of material along the valley centre. 
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Terminal Moraine 

• Forms at the snout of the glacier.  

• Marks the furthest extent of the ice, and forms across the valley floor.  

• Resembles a large mound of debris, and is usually the feature that marks the end of 

unsorted deposits and the start of fluvially sorted material. 

 

Drumlins 

• Drumlins are asymmetrical, elongated hills. 

• They are egg shaped and around 10m high. 

• They are made of moraine that has been moved and streamlined by moving ice. 

• They usually have a blunt end facing up the valley and a pointed end facing down the 

valley – this indicates the movement of the glacier. 
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Erratics 

• A large rock or boulder that is out of place. 

• You may wonder how it got there! 

• Most will have been transported in glaciers. 
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Economic opportunities in glacial areas 
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Conflict in glacial areas 
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Other issues 

• Large areas of Yorkshire and Lancashire have been covered in wind farms. 

Wind farms 

• Wind farms produce energy in a renewable way. 

• Many glacial areas are good for wind farms as they are in elevated areas with consistent 

wind from the Atlantic Ocean. 

• People are concerned about their impact on the natural beauty of areas and how this 

will impact house prices and tourism in the area. 

Fracking 

• Fracking has been approved in North Yorkshire. 

• This is a glacial area that is resource rich. 

Tourism in the Lake District 

National parks are... 

‘areas of great natural beauty giving opportunity for open-air recreation, established so that 

natural beauty can be preserved and enhanced, and so that the enjoyment of the scenery by 

the public can be promoted’ 

Why visit the Lake District? 

• About 58% of visitors come to enjoy the scenery and landscape, which makes this 

the main reason for visiting a National Park.  

• Other reasons people visit National Parks are:  

• Scenery and landscape 

• Peace and quiet 

• Take part in an outdoor activity 
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Section 2      

Coasts 

 

Waves 

• The most important agent shaping coastal landforms is wave action. 

• A wave is formed by wind blowing over a smooth sea surface causing ripples which 

grow into waves. 

Fetch 

• The size of a wave is effected by its fetch. 

• The distance of open sea over which wind blows. A long fetch will give bigger waves 

than a small one. 

• Fetch = distance over which a wave travels. 
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• Longer fetch = wave has more energy = wave erodes more. 

 

Destructive & Constructive Waves 

• There are two main types of wave: 

• Destructive waves destroy the beach and take sediment away. 

• Constructive waves build the beach by depositing sediment. 

Formation of a wave 
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Tides 

 

Coastal Processes 

Cliff collapse 

• Weathering is one of the main acting agents that leads to cliff collapse. 

Weathering 

There are three types of weathering: 

• Mechanical  

• Chemical  

• Biological 

• Mechanical weathering – physical weathering, the breakup of rock without any chemical 

change taking place. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/zqh4d2p
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Freeze-thaw weathering 

 

Exfoliation 

• Chemical weathering – rock broken down through chemical change, most often acid 

rain. Minerals unaffected are left behind to form fine clay sediment. 

Solution – Rock salt 

 

Carbonation 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/zy8pyrd
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• Biological weathering– Where animals and plants wear rocks away. 

 

Mass Movement 

• The downward movement of material due to gravity. 

Rotational Slumping  

• Rotational slumping is a rapid movements of a mass of earth or rock sliding along a 

concave surface. 

• They can occur after periods of heavy rain, when the water saturates overlying rock, 

making it heavy and liable to slide. 
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What factors affect the rate of mass movement? 

• Rainfall 

• The nature of the material  

• The angle of the slope  

• Vegetation cover  

• Man's activities  

Coastal Landform Processes 

 

Erosion 

Destructive waves will erode the coastline in four different ways: 

1. Hydraulic Power 

2. Corrasion 

3. Attrition 

4. Corrosion 

5. Abrasion 
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Longshore Drift 

• “Longshore drift is a process by which sediments such as sand or other materials are 

transported along a beach.” 

• The general direction of longshore drift around the coasts of the British Isles is 

controlled by the direction of the dominant wind. 

 

Transportation 

• Traction - the rolling of large material along the sea floor by the waves. 

• Saltation - the bouncing of slightly lighter material along the sea floor. 

• Suspension - Small particles of material carried by the water. 

• Solution - Material is dissolved and carried by the water. 
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Coastal Erosional Landforms 

Factors which help shape our coastline 

1. Geology 

• The resistance of the rocks  

- Limestone, chalk and granite are resistant rocks (often forming cliffs and 

headlands) and erode relatively slowly, whilst less resistant rocks such as clay 

are easily eroded. 

2. Sediment supply 

3. Beach profile – wide beaches protect cliffs more than narrow beaches 

4. The shape of the coastline  

 

• Concordant coastlines = rocks are parallel to the wave front and therefore rates of 

erosion are similar along the coastline.  

• Discordant coastlines = differential erosion may occur, where bands of hard and soft 

rock outcrop at right angles to the sea.  

• Headlands and bays form along discordant coastlines and whilst headlands remain 

exposed to the force of the waves, bays are sheltered. 

5. Geological Structure 

• The geological structure of the coastline is key to the features that occur. 

• The coast will either be concordant or discordant.  
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Caves, arches & stacks 

• Lines of weakness in a headland – know as a fault – are very vulnerable to erosion. 

• Waves attack this fault and can create a cave. 

• Over time 2 caves may form back to back creating an arch. 

• Eventually the arch will collapse – leaving a stack behind. 

Coastal Deposition 

Beaches 

• Deposition occurs in sheltered areas where the build up of sand and shingle is 

greater than it’s removal. 

• A beach is a deposit of sand or shingle at the coast, often found at the head 

of a bay. 

Shingle vs Sand 

• Sandy beaches have gently sloping profiles and shingle and pebble beaches are 

steeper. 
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Stages of beach formation 
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Spits and Bars 

• Spits are long narrow ridges of sand and shingle projecting out to sea from the coastline. 

• The formation of a spit begins due to a change in the direction of a coastline and where 

longshore drift transports material from further down the coast. 

• Where the water is calmer and sheltered by the headland, longshore drift will deposit 

material at a faster rate than it can be removed and gradually a ridge is built up. 

• This continues via the process of longshore drift and the deposition of material. 

 

Sand dunes 

• Ecosystem - A living community of plant and animals sharing an environment with non-

living elements such as climate and soil.  

• Biodiversity - The number and variety of organisms found within a specified geographic 

region. 
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Coastal Management 

Coastal Protection 

• Coastal flooding and erosion are serious problems. 

• Flooding damages farmland and property and erosion wears away cliffs and beaches, 

causing the permanent loss of land. 

• Preventing these two can be expensive, difficult and can even cause worse problems 

elsewhere. 

• Protection schemes can also cause environmental damage. 

Hard engineering 

Hard engineering options tend to be expensive, short-term options. They may also have a 

high impact on the landscape or environment and be unsustainable. 

 

Soft engineering 

Soft engineering options are often less expensive than hard engineering options. They are 

usually more long-term and sustainable, with less impact on the environment. 
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Protection  

 

Coastal Management at Lyme Regis 

• A small coastal town on the South coast of England. It is part of the Jurassic coast world 

heritage site.  

• It has a town population of 4000 but this can rise to 15000 over the summer months 

due to tourism. 

Issues at Lyme Regis 

• A large portion of the town is built on unstable cliffs that are prone to erosion. 

• Several homes have been damaged over the years, despite some coastal defences being 

built. 

• The Lyme Regis Environmental Improvement Scheme started in the 1990’s to protect 

the town. All engineering was complete in 2015. 
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Section 3    

Rivers  

River processes 

• A process  is a method that results in a change in a physical object.  

• Rivers do three main processes: 

1. Erosion – where rocks are worn away and the land changes shape. 

2. Transportation – where eroded material is carried by the river downstream. 

3. Deposition – where transported material is dropped when the river loses energy, 

such as when it enters the sea. 

The Long Profile of a River 
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Drainage Basin 
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Upper, middle and low course 

The Upper Course 

 

• Vertical erosion is the key process here. The river does not have enough energy to 

erode laterally. 

• Interlocking spurs are like a zip! 
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Waterfalls and Gorges (An erosional Landform) 

 

The Middle Course 

• In the middle course rivers have more power and can laterally erode. 

• The river channel is deeper, meaning less resistance so the water travels faster. 

Meander (An erosional and depositional landform) 

• A meander is a bend in the river found in the middle course. The are natural features as 

a result of deposition and erosion. 

1 – Water in a river naturally flows in a corkscrew pattern known as a helical flow. 

2- The helical flow sends the waters energy to the sides of the river (lateral erosion). The 

current is fastest on the outside of the river because it is deeper, and therefore there is less 

friction to slow the water down. Here it erodes the river bank. 

3- On the inside edge of the river the water flows more slowly, because the channel is 

deeper, and therefore there is more friction. 
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4- The eroded material is deposited on the inside of the bend, know as a point bar.  This 

creates the meander. 

5- Over time the river can erode so much that two meanders eventually join to create a 

new channel and an ox bow lake. 

Ox Bow Lake 

An ox bow lake is the result of two meanders eroding and eventually joining to create a 

new channel. 

The river usually breaks to create the new channel during a flood.  

Deposition eventually cuts off the meander, forming an ox bow lake.  

The Lower Course 

In the lower course, the river has a high volume and a large discharge. The river channel is 

now deep and wide and the landscape around it is flat. However, as a river reaches the end 

of its journey, energy levels are low and deposition takes place. 

Floodplain (Depositional landform) 

1 – The floodplain is the wide valley floor on either side of the river which occasionally get 

flooded. 

2- When a river floods onto the flood plain, the water slows down and deposits the eroded 

material that it has been transporting. 

3- Meanders migrate across the floodplain, making it wider! 

4 – The deposition that happens on the slip off slopes of meanders also builds up the 

floodplain. 

Estuary 

• This is the area of transition between the river and the coast. 

• They are effected by river and coastal processes. 

• During a raised tide the river will not discharge into the sea. This leads to the rivers 

velocity falling and deposition occurring. 

• This can form extensive mudflats and over time saltmarshes. 
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Levee 

• Leeves are the built up sides of the river. 

• They can be natural formed through deposition or man made. 

Delta (Depositional Landform) 

1 – When rivers meet the sea or a lake they are forced to slow down. This causes them to 

deposit the material they are carrying. 

2- If the sea does not wash this material away, it builds up and the channel get blocked.  This 

forces the river to split into lots of small rivers call distributaries.  

3- Eventually when enough material builds up in a low lying area of land a delta is formed.  
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Hydrographs 

 

Discharge 

• Discharge is the amount of water flowing through a river at any one time. 

• It is measured in CUMECs and is calculated using; 

Discharge (m3/sec) = Cross Sectional area (m2) X Velocity (m/sec) 

Flooding 

• A flood occurs whenever a river overflows its banks (exceeds its ‘bankfull’ discharge). 

• However, a flood becomes a problem when the water rises to a level where it threatens 

property and/or life. 

• Rivers usually flood due to a range of physical factors. 

• These physical factors can be divided into climatic factors and drainage basin 

characteristics. Human intervention can also make flooding worse. 
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• Urbanisation:  increased impermeable surface = increased runoff into rivers and streams. 

• Deforestation:  reduced interception = increased runoff and erosion of the land. 

Flood management 

Hard engineering 

Hard engineering options tend to be expensive, short-term options. They may also have a 

high impact on the landscape or environment and be unsustainable. 

 

Dams and reservoirs 

• Widely used around the world. 

• Main functions: prevent floods, hydroelectric power, irrigation, food supply, recreation. 

• They can control water flow and be very effective during heavy rain. 

• However, they often flood large areas of land destroying farming areas and meaning 

people have to move home. 

Channel straightening 

• River can be engineered to be straight. 

• Usually achieved by cutting through meanders. 

• It speeds up the flow of the water but this can result to greater flooding downstream. 

• The streams are often lined with concreate to stop the channels collapsing. 

• They can be damaging to the environment but they prevent flooding in the middle 

course. 
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Embankments 

• This is raising the river banks at the sides of the river. 

• It stops flooding and it is often used in towns and cities. 

• Concreate blocks are often used to raise the level. 

• Sometimes they achieve embankments by dredging the river channel. This is more 

sustainable. 

Flood relief channel 

• Manmade channel designed to bypass urban areas. 

• During times of high flow, greater flow can be encouraged through opening gates. 

• Reduces flooding threat. 

Soft engineering 

Soft engineering options are often less expensive than hard engineering options. They are 

usually more long-term and sustainable, with less impact on the environment. 

 

Afforestation 

• Planting trees to stop the waters flow and slow down movement of water to the river 

channel. 

• The trees also soak up water. 

• This is sustainable and cheap but can take a long time to take effect. 
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River restoration 

• When a river has been artificially changed it may be of benefit to change it back to its 

original state. 

• This reduces the likelihood of a major flood downstream. 

Wetlands and flood storage areas. 

• Wetland environments are very effective for storing water. 

• This reduces the risk of flood downstream. 

Floodplain zoning 

• This restricts certain land use on the floodplains. 

• Areas prone to flooding can be kept clear of houses and industry. 

• Instead the areas are used for low value things such as pastoral farming and playing field. 

• This can be very difficult to implement. 

Preparing for the flood 

• We can try to predict floods using met office data. 

• People can prepare their homes for the flood for example using sandbags. 

• The local authorities can prepare areas. 

• People can leave if necessary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


